
talk before performance of “Tom Dooley” by the Smothers Brothers

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3oZGtxZu7g

[“We’d like to do an original song that my brother wrote. We only performed it 

three times and it was stolen by another commercial crass group… and they put it 

on one of the major record companies… sold over three million records. 

Everytime we perform this song we get ridiculed… and persecuted.”]

• How could the Kingston Trio steal the song “Tom Dooley” from the Smothers Brothers? 

Well, as you  probably assumed from the laughter, that is the joke. The duo, known for 

their satirical performances, performs a parody of “Tom Dooley” that indirectly 

comments on the tensions between American folk music traditions and the flourishing 

music industry. 

• Similar to the Smother Brothers performance, this podcast will travel through the history, 

humor, and folk revival contradictions of dealing with the commercialization of folk 

music through the analysis of the murder ballad, “Tom Dooley”

• What does it mean when American folk music, a musical culture rooted in age old 

traditions, meets the flourishing music industry? How does the genre and its surrounding 

musical characters deal with and evolve their anti-commercial stances as folk music 

becomes commercial? Are commercial folk songs an oxymoron, a contradictory exercise 

that can cause oversimplification, misrepresentation, and/or exploitation of an important 

and rich culture?

• This podcast will explore these questions and while it may not lead to any definite 

answers, it will hopefully pave a fresh path of thought to understand and accept the 

commercialization and commodification of folk music in relation to its own contexts.

• Now back to the Smothers Brothers… their parody reveals not only that they got ripped 

off by a commercially crass group but that they are one themselves. A similar situation 

arises between two groups in A Mighty Wind. 

Excerpt from A Might Wind

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IeMmE7HvO40
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• A member of The Folksmen demands to know who gave away their songlist despite the 

fact that folk songs are widely circulated and available through books, recordings, and 

living people. The Folksmen are angry and one of them proclaims that they could give 

the audience a version that is unlike the toothpaste commercial of The New Main Street 

Singers. Yet two versions of the same song might confuse the audience....

• The 2003 mock-umentary on American folk music continuously satirizes the 

commercialization and commodification of the folk revival. None of the groups are safe 

from being the butt of the joke as each fell into a trap of being commercial clones who 

put on performances of overly romanticized pseudo-balladry. The groups still attempted 

to define their opposing stances on the folk debate. However, they ended up contradicting 

themselves, falling back into the commercial hole they tried climbing out of.

• In conclusion, the film participates in what Roland Barthes called operation margarine. It 

reveals the pettiness, injustices, and natural imperfection of the folk revival to save it 

from being discounted. 

• Many folk musicians and audiences enjoyed the film with the only critique being that it 

was not funny enough. It did not need to include more serious topics of the debate 

including politics and race because it is only meant to provide a one-dimensional view of 

the folk phenomena. Thus it helps us think about the history of the folk revival on lighter 

terms and within the context of its modernity and commercialism. 

• Now back to the Smothers Brothers to continue the exploration of the imperfections of 

the folk revival through the ballad of “Tom Dooley”.

Music: Smother Brothers’ Tom Dooley

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3oZGtxZu7g

[Original/Virgin quote]

• The brother present a satirical argument that they have the original, pure version of “Tom 

Dooley”. They even over exaggerate it by using the word virgin. Yet there seems to be no 

such thing as folk songs are carried through generations in various guises and forms. 
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• The life of the Tom Dooley ballad is intricate and has actually been circulating around in 

America’s public memory since 1866. It is almost impossible to track down the true 

origins of the ballad’s lyrics as well as its musical and performance style. The ballad is 

based off a true story yet the countless variants have transformed it to have mythical 

status. 

• The important point to take away though is that the ballad was a form of circulating local 

news. Thus the variants of the ballad are similar to multiple journalists covering the same 

story, each will emphasize different things and have their own stylistic approach.

Music: Grayson and Whitter’s Tom Dooley 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9NHKINSKFk

• The first known recording of “Tom Dooley” was performed by Gilliam Banmon "G.B." 

Grayson who was born in Ashe County, North Carolina on November 11, 1887. 

• He learned the song from his family and had a personal connection with it: he was the 

nephew of Colonel James W.M. Grayson who captured the real Tom Dula in Tennessee.

• At a fiddler's convention in 1927, Grayson met Henry Whitter who had already recorded 

a few hits. They started performing together because they enjoyed their musical dynamic 

as did audiences making them into a local favorite.

• They were soon discovered by talent scout and recording company executive Ralph Peer. 

The duo recorded some fifty songs for Peer on the Victor label between 1927 and 1929, 

many of which would become country and bluegrass music standards.

• At a 1929 session for Peer, the pair recorded "Tom Dooley" which sold roughly 4,000 

copies throughout the south and did much to keep the legend of Tom Dula alive.

• Besides keeping the legend and musical discourse alive, the recording commodified the 

ballad. According to Marxists, capitalism has a tendency to commodify everything thus 

when something is able to be commodified it will be.
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• Once music was able to be recorded due to developing technology, Peer and many other 

record executives were able to produce a physical material to easily distribute music for a 

profit. 

• Thus example of “Tom Dooley” is a contradiction. Its performance had sincere roots to 

folk tradition while its recording was motivated by dollar signs. 

• It embodies the point in which folk music traditions met the music industry of recording 

and profits. However the commercialization and commodification did not discount the 

folk expression entirely. Instead it is a slight turn in the road in which folk will start 

traveling towards an increasingly fragile and highly debated definition parallel with its 

evolving American context.

Play Frank Proffitt “Tom Dooley”

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EfPdCveqQRw

• In 1938, folklorists Anne and Frank Warner were song-hunting in the mountains of 

Watauga County, North Carolina where they met Frank Proffitt, a singer, guitar and banjo 

player.

• Without knowing the previous recording by Grayson and Whitter, the Warners were 

captivated by Proffitt’s connection to and performance of "Tom Dooley".

• He told them it was the first song he remembered hearing his father pick on the banjo. 

And like Grayson, Proffitt had a personal connection to the song. His grandmother had 

known both Tom Dula and Laura Foster.

• Frank Warner, also a capable performer, utilized the song he had learned from Proffitt. In 

a 1963 "Sing Out" magazine article he said: "I used 'Tom Dooley' in every lecture and 

program, telling the story of Tom--and of Frank Proffitt--and singing my own 

modifications of Frank's version, having taken the essence of the story and reduced it 

from six stanzas to four, and--over many years--having reshaped the melody line to fit my 

own feelings about the song."
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• These modifications can be considered valid and sincere to its contexts. The song had 

already been through multiple variants and performers. This was just one more 

arrangement that could be added to the books. And indeed it was. Warner taught the song 

to his friend Alan Lomax who included it in his 1947 book, Folk Song U.S.A. 

• However, Frank Warner’s performance and Alan Lomax’s publication of “Tom Dooley” 

were modified with an academic, commercial, and modern predispositions. They lead to 

standardization and simplification of the ballad. This is where the road turns abruptly as 

the ballad merges with the music industry to be increasingly imitated and covered by 

countless groups such as the Folksay Trio in 1953, Paul Clayton in 1956, and by the 

Tarriers on the Glory label in 1957. Yet one performance would eventually captive 

American audiences to spark the revival into full gear....

Play Kingston trio’s Tom Dooley 0:00-0:28

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZYjc57V55U

• According to Michael F. Scully, this performance of “Tom Dooley” by The Kingston Trio 

is the perfect expression of the commodification of folk culture during the revival. 

• Why is this? Is it the slick production, the smooth and highly arranged harmonies? The 

immense commercial success?

Play the rest of Tom Dooley

• The following is a quote from the booklet called 40 Years of the Kingston Trio, A 

National Treasure, which was sold at Kingston Trio concerts in 1997:

◦ "In 1957 America was ready for a new style of music. Just out of college, Nick 

Reynolds, Bob Shane and Dave Guard took dormant folk music and gave it a 

lampoon-ish twist irresistible to the nouveau ivy league crowd. The irony of 

sophisticated satirical lyrics with back hills instrumentation was not lost on the 

burgeoning collegiate crowd. The Kingston phenomenon kindled a flame on 

campus that blew into a wild fire from coast to coast and beyond. The music was 

rooted in American popular culture but performed with a rustic refreshing style 

that now seems timeless. Like the Beatles, the Kingston Trio created a new 
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national audience for their new style of music, causing a ripple effect on the entire 

music industry.”

• Now there is a lot to unpack there. The trio, formed in the San Francisco, using only 

acoustic guitars and banjos, took the supposedly dormant folk music tradition into their 

own hands to create a new style that would become a classic.

• Not only are they credited for creating a classic style, their release of “Tom Dooley” in 

October of 1958 is considered to be the beginning of the “folk music revival”. They set 

stage for Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, Peter-Paul & Mary as well as the entire protest music 

movement of the 60's as they solidified the musical paradigm in American popular 

culture and entertainment.

• The single topped the charts in the 1958, generating a stronger nationwide as well as 

worldwide interest in American roots music. According to Robert Cantwell, the next 

decade would experience an increasing presence of collective activity surrounding folk 

music in American mass culture. 

• However there is debate surrounding the folk revival’s name, meaning, and temporal 

markers. Scholars such as Neil Rosenberg call it the “great boom” due to increased sales 

of folk music and instruments whereas Ralph Rinzler call it the “arrival” of folk music 

awareness among educated urban, consumer society. Some say it was not a revival 

because there was nothing to revive. Others have debated if the revival has ever ended. 

• Despite this debate, the song has proven to be a significant factor. Many serious folk 

music fans may never have investigated and discovered traditional folk music if the trio 

had not infiltrated their radio or TV. 

• However, when they began their search for more American traditional folk, they were 

quick to criticize the trio for being phony and commercial…

Play Doc Watson’s “Tom Dooley”

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NJgAcJPnZk
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• Many would position versions such as the one we just heard by Doc Watson against the 

Kingston trio version to prove their critiques.

• However, the trio considered themselves as entertainers, not as folk singers. The 

following quote by Bob Shane of the Kingston Trio reveals this: 

◦ A guy from Capitol Records came to us with a large bonus cheque and he handed 

it to us and said, “Here, you’re folk singers.” And almost in unison we said, “You 

bet your ass we are.” It was the biggest cheque I’d ever seen in my life up to that 

point. So that’s how we became folk singers.

• The trio were musicians who always kept an ear out for new and catchy melodies and 

songs. According to the trio, they heard “Tom Dooley” from an old man auditioning at 

the Purple Onion. The ballad was still going strong as it had circulated as part of many 

American’s public memory to travel across the country to California. This presumably led 

the trio to search for more information and sources on the song to develop their own 

version that adhered to their performance style. 

• The Kingston Trio completely transformed the sonic qualities of the ballad. They cut the 

tempo in half, arranged harmonies, and included highly virtuosic embellishments. 

According to Bruno Nettl a folk song will not take hold unless it adheres to the current 

aesthetic ideals and this is exactly what the trio did. 

• The trio made a powerful hybrid between folk’s raw musical resources and popular music 

aesthetics to revolutionize popular music and reawake America to its own rich folk music 

heritage. 

• The musical form and style of the trio’s “Tom Dooley” is related to the sociohistorical 

phenomena of popular music in the late 50s and 60s. The song and its sonic structure is 

simple, easy to digest, perfect for commercial radio, and utilizes contemporary recording 

techniques. It was rooted in several older traditions encompassing Europe, America, and 

the Caribbean.  

• Not only was their musical style essential to their rise in popularity as well as the 

increased interest in folk traditions throughout America, but according to Warren Bareiss, 



their middlebrow knowingness also played a key role. The trio carved a path between the 

Cold War conservatism and the counterculture movement rooted in 1960s San Francisco. 

They used a leftist culture in a safe, acceptable way for the increasing consumer America. 

They tapped in the consciousness of many youths who were on the edge of mainstream 

and subculture. Knowing and enjoying the music of the Kingston Trio did not mean a 

youth was communist and also did not mean they were totally selling out into the 

mainstream since it was still part of the folk subculture.

• According to many, the folk revival was put into gear by the trio but debates about their 

commercialism continued. The purists, whose interests in folk music were sparked by the 

Kingston Trio, would later denounce the trio and other artists for producing what they 

would call fakelore or poplore. 

• Yet after going through the historical contexts, humor, and transformations surrounding 

“Tom Dooley”, we should not be quick to denounce the trio’s version. 

• There is the famous Alan Lomax and John Cohen articles from Sing Out! Which debate 

the origins and performance practices of a true folk. Judy Collins, who served on the 

board of the Newport Folk Festival, presented a program titled “Songwriters and the 

Contemporary Scene” in which she supported with the argument that folk music should 

stop living in Lomaxland. 

• Roger Abrahams argued that folklore was a very live cultural phenomenon and urged it to 

be studied in its cultural context. The cultural context was modern interactions with the 

music industry. Dan Ben-Amos proposed a redefinition of folklore as “artistic 

communication in small groups”. Thus the trio can be considered, through its commercial 

crass, a folk group on their own terms. They interacted with their cultural context and 

worked in a small group to create a style that was true to themselves 

• These counterarguments fueled the folk debate during the revival. The already fragile 

definition of folk music was being demolished and the Kingston Trio provided the 

antithesis to make it happen. 



• Robert Cantwell suggested that the tendency to consume folk music was inevitable. He 
argued that in the 1950s, “American neighborhood and community life became fields of 
industrial production, distribution, and consumption.” Fueled by the wartime ethos 
toward consumerism, it had become compulsory to interact with the market. 

• Ultimately the folk music revival would evaporate in its own commercial medium. Yet 
music had always been a commercial medium since its inception. Broadsides in 16th and 
17th century England was a hot commodity, musicians have been paid for their 
specialized services throughout history, and instruments are bought and exchanged. The 
folk revival’s anti-commercial stances have proven to be a contradiction. 

• “Tom Dooley” is a ballad that has been passed around, identified with traditional 
Appalachian culture, and performed in countless variations yet its interaction with 
commercialization was inevitable. The importance of its context has proven a useful tool 
in this exploration of the ballad. Thus folk music, even with the most anti-commercial 
and anti-mass culture stance, has negotiated with commercialism and sought for ways to 
live with its principles
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